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About This Game

Virtual Reality Girls 2 is experience which will let you feel like real millionaire, delighted fast car and living inside amazing
apartment. All this with company of the beautiful girls. Thanks to perfectly mapped motions of women body using motion

capture technology and high quality 3d models we managed to deliver realistic experience of being with women. If you need
some rest you can relax and watch one of the beautiful girls dancing.

features:

- unique music
- high quality 3d models
- different types of dance

- Game designed for virtual reality with full support of roomscale
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Publisher:
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It's too short & easy. Also some of the puzzles might blind you with the colors. I like maze puzzles but I would buy this game as
cheap as possible. I would say about 30 minutes or less of content. It's an easy 100% completion though so I recommend it if
that's what you are looking for.. It's a very simple, basic game. The blocks come at you, and you have to avoid them and make
sure your head doesn't hit any of them.
It was under \u00a35, so not hard on the wallet.

It's still early access, so things can still change.
The music is part of the game, you cannot use your own music, yet, but my guess is it'll be an addition before full release.
Also, the music has no affect on the gameplay, it's not rhythm-based.
It would be nice if you were told you got a new high score, rather than having to remember the high score before playing, and
then checking to see if you beat it, but that's a small gripe.

For the price, I'd recommend it. As you can see (link below), my son enjoys it, and I can see it being an exercise-type game for
some people.

I would play it more often if you could play your own music.

Gameplay: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=TNqP8oK-jWc. Love the dude. Easy combos, and very scary to fight against..
Slab is a game where you control a paddle via your mouse in attempt to.... Um.. It's Arkanoid, okay? If you've played Arkanoid
you've essentially played Slab.

Arkanoid is great arcade fun so you already know what to expect. Here are some nit-picky negatives:

1. The trail of fairy dust that the ball leaves behind as it travels is very distracting. When the ball is bouncing vertically and
retracing it's previous path it can get difficult to see the ball. Unforunately there seems to be no way of turning ball trails off. I
would recommend at the very least making this trail more transparent so the ball is clearly visible even when it is overlapping it's
own trail.

2. Achievement pop-ups block your view of the paddle. The devs should have them appear in the upper right corner or save
them for after a match ends.

3. The "How to Play" graphic shows all items that fall from smashed bricks as "power-ups." An item that shrinks your paddle is
not a power-up. That is a do-not-want. I would recommend separating the power-ups from the do-not-wants.

4. When the game is over you are given the options to play a new game or go to the main menu. New game starts you back at
level 1. The only way to replay the level you were at is to use the main menu. Adding a button to reply the current level at the
end of a game would be nice.

5. In the original Arkanoid, bricks that required more than one hit to destroy would show a glint of reflections shimmer over it
when the ball hit but did not destroy it. This game doesn't do that and it makes my nostalgia gland sad.

6. One time the ball passed through the right wall of the playfield when I picked up a power-up to make multiple balls. It left the
screen and never returned. My only recourse was to start a new game.

I will add that the Galaxian-like coloured starfield in the background is nice. I like how they move like dust.

So yeah it's Arkanoid that could use a bit more presentation polish. Get it if you want.. At first blush, this game seemed like it
would be pretty good - but that feeling doesn't hold up over time. While there are 4 different factions in the game, they share the
same 4 units. The single player campaign quickly becomes tedious when all battles consist of the same exact strategy, I can
imagine this game might be more enjoyable multiplayer, but that aspect is pretty dead.. This game pumps! Why did it take me a
year to find it?. 2 things:

1) I wanted to know how this thing worked.
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2) I want more friends that play racing games.. can't fault this game. love to play it often enough.
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I love this soundtrack so much.... 1. gets to room 50 think nothing bads gonna happen till at least 100
2. almost \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 self from ectoplasm dude duruing 50-100
3. quits at 100. You play as a cute girl with a rubber fishing pole jumping and swinging around blocks like spiderman and stuff,
what's not to like?

Well, is not the best PC port out there and I hate that the game throws me back at the stage select menu after failing a stage, but
those are minor things.. I purchased this game for my son. He loves racing games and this was the best one with easy
keyboard\/mouse controls and challenges to keep him happy for hours. There was a problem with the game itself playing after
purchase, but the developer responded to my forum post quickly and the issue was resolved within a couple of days.

I'm very happy with both the game and the company that produced it and I would recommend MiniOne Racing to others who
want a racing game with simple controls, bright, colourful graphics, and a surprising amount of skill needed to get through some
of the minigames.. Nice train with good sense of solidity and weight. Pre=loade carriages convincingly grubby. Looks great.
Bought it in sale. Glad I did.. 100% positive reviews shows the 14 reviews on this page now.

Well let me be the "one" guy who will tell you the TRUTH about this game...

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=4kt6RwWIG4g

It's nothing more than a UNITY ASSET FLIP copy and pasted from Unity right here on Steam with a few of the assets changed
as well as the name. All the code and basic foundation comes from this asset kit on Unity:
https:\/\/www.assetstore.unity3d.com\/en\/?stay#!\/content\/73074

As with all zero-effort asset kits just copy and pasted from Unity to Steam here, this game gets my big fat asset zero I copy and
pasted from google images.

It's not even fun for more than five minutes people, so even if it is half price, this is a complete waste of your money.

NOT RECOMMENDED.
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